Essential Question: How can you use what you know to help others?

Unit 4 Week 2

Story
The Talented Clementine

Genre
Realistic Fiction

Story
“Clementine and the Family Meeting”

Genre
Realistic Fiction

Story
“The Impossible Pet Show”

Genre
Realistic Fiction

Comprehension Strategy
ask and answer questions

Comprehension Skill
point of view

Vocabulary Strategy
prefixes

Writing Traits
ideas

Grammar
contractions with not

Other Skills
using apostrophes

Genre
realistic fiction

Vocabulary

achievement- something that you accomplish
apologized- said you were sorry
attention- watch, listen, and concentrate on something
audience- a group of people gathered to hear or see something
confidence- trust or faith in something or someone
embarrassed- shy, uncomfortable, or ashamed
realized- understood something completely
talents- natural abilities or skills

years
twins
trays
states
ashes
foxes
inches
flies
cities
ponies
bunches
alleys
lunches
cherries
daisies
spoon
cues
shook
heroes
libraries